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Project Summary
Information on the position of local groundwater levels can assist
with our understanding of ecosystem functioning and provide valuable information for
operations managers and restoration specialists. Installing water wells to locate groundwater is
labour intensive and produces information that is spatially constrained. We developed a new
technique for mapping groundwater levels in wetlands using remote sensing. Our approach is
based on the premise that surface water is tightly linked to groundwater in natural wetlands.
By mapping and measuring the elevation of surface-water features, local groundwater tables
can be inferred. We tested our approach in the diverse “Kirby” BERA study area near Conklin,
Alberta, and obtained good results (RMSE ± 19 cm). Accuracies are primarily influenced by the
abundance of surface water, input data quality, and terrain complexity. As a result, our method
works well in wetlands and/or low-lying areas where there is abundant open water and the
terrain is gently sloping. We have less confidence in uplands where open water is scarce, and
the terrain is more complex.
Management Implications and Lessons Learned
We have developed an effective method for mapping local groundwater levels with remote
sensing. Our approach requires high-resolution optical data (from drone or manned aircraft)
and a LiDAR-based digital terrain model. With good data, it produces estimates with
~decimeter-level accuracies, and works best in wetland environments with gently sloping
terrain and abundant pockets of surface water. These conditions are widespread in the boreal.
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